Design and dose distribution for rectal applicators for the high dose rate remote afterloading iridium-192 brachytherapy system.
A Remote High Dose Rate (HDR) Brachytherapy Iridium-192 System for outpatient brachytherapy procedures necessitates a variety of applicators in order to accomplish the optimal desired treatment for the patient's tumor involved anatomy. The Nucletron Corporation that manufactures the microselection HDR Iridium-192 treatment unit provided us with their standard applicators; however, a rectal applicator system was not available at the time of purchase. In order to provide this treatment to the patient, the physicians and the physicists designed a custom set of rectal applicators that would meet the current and immediate needs of our patients. A description of the clinical rationale and physical aspects of the rectal applicator system, including design and radiation dosimetry will be presented.